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The Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) establishes requirements for the integrity of the source data
used in financial transactions and reporting. In particular, auditors are looking at regulated
data residing in databases connected to enterprise applications such as SAP, Oracle
E-Business Suite, PeopleSoft, and other Web Applications.
To prove the integrity of financial data, companies must extend audit processes to the financial
information stored within corporate databases. To verify regulatory compliance, auditors look
at multiple aspects of a database environment including: user management, authentication,
separation of duties, access control, and audit trail.
Auditors and information technology (IT) professionals must work together to prove that data
usage in Oracle E-Business Suite, SAP, PeopleSoft and other package or custom applications
meets SOX control requirements. Also, database administrator (DBA) and developer activity
that takes place outside the structured business process of these applications must be
monitored against controls.
In the following White Paper, we present the range of functions that need to take place to
achieve and demonstrate compliance with SOX.

Compliance Requirements
The Sarbanes Oxley Act (SOX) and its variants around the world (SOX and others) were
enacted as a result of high profile accounting scandals surrounding Enron, MCI WorldCom
and other public companies.
SOX has put stringent regulations on the corporate governance of publicly traded companies
to ensure the protection and validation of all financial data. As information systems automate
more areas of the business, the IT component of SOX compliance becomes increasingly
important. Two sections of SOX pose particularly significant implementation and compliance
challenges—these are sections 302 and 404. These sections require that the CEO and CFO
of an organization certify and assert to stakeholders that the financial statements of the
company and all supplemental disclosures are truthful and reliable, and that management has
taken appropriate steps and implemented controls to consistently produce reliable financial
information to its stakeholders (Section 302). The company’s external auditor must report on
the reliability of management’s assessment of internal control (Section 404).
In many organizations, every business application like Oracle EBS, SAP, PeopleSoft and the
like, touches financial data stored in databases. IT is chartered not only to set and enforce
data access controls for business systems, but also to show that the controls are followed, and
report any instances of violations.
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Imperva Data Security
and Compliance Lifecycle
A Framework for Successful Standards Compliance
The major source of anguish and expense during the course of a corporate governance
project is that SOX is actually meant to be a guideline for the reporting of financial data with
reliability and integrity. SOX is pretty nebulous about the business and IT requirements that
need to be met in order to be considered SOX-compliant. What is particularly frustrating for
executives and IT alike is that the requirements for compliance can be subject to interpretation
and every organization needs to figure out what controls need to be implemented. Often,
organizations choose to work with a management framework like COBIT, ISO-17799 or
SAS 70, which provide structure and definition to the controls that need to be placed in the
organization. For more specific technical guidelines, organizations use the ‘Database Security
Technical Implementation Guide’ (STIG) Developed by the Defense Information Systems
Agency (DISA) for the Department of Defense (DOD) and published to the public domain
and/or the Center for Internet Security (CIS) Benchmarks.
These frameworks tend to be lengthy, abstract and overwhelming to absorb. Fortunately, there
are a few key, common elements shared by most frameworks. These include the following four
practices:
•

Assess—Gather risk and data usage information

•

Set Controls and Policies—Define acceptable usage pattern

•

Monitor and Enforce—Capture activity and prevent unauthorized actions

•

Measure—Report on activity, recommend refinements as needed

Assess
Assessments start with identifying assets included in the scope of the project. Knowing where
data resides in an organization is the first step for creating effective protection policies, and
an essential part of any security project. SecureSphere automatically discovers the location
and usage of all servers in the large disparate network and identifies databases, schemas,
and objects which contain sensitive data, mapping out the potential security project.
Comprehensive Vulnerability Scans validate configuration settings, identify security best
practices gaps and point out were mitigation is needed.
Asset usage assessment leverages the Imperva SecureSphere Dynamic Profiling technology
which analyzes the database and associated IT environment and automatically learns who
accesses or changes sensitive data, and what mechanisms are used to access the data.
Manually gathering such information in a complex environment can be very costly and
sometimes impossible.
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Set Controls and Policies
Once a complete picture of sensitive data location and usage is available, SecureSphere
automates the creation of audit and security controls based on the learned behavior.
SecureSphere’s unique Dynamic Profiling technology overcomes the biggest drawback
associated with security and compliance solutions – manual creation and maintenance of audit
controls and security policies. Application and database control requires an understanding of
hundreds of thousands of constantly changing variables including URLs, parameters, cookies,
queries, commands, and stored procedures. Dynamic Profiling delivers completely automated
data audit and security with no need for manual configuration or tuning. Valid usage changes
are incorporated automatically into the profile as well as audit and security policies. Invalid
activity results in alerts and optional blocking of the activity. If desired, administrators can
manually modify the profiles to bridge any differences between actual usage and corporate
security policies. Dynamic Profiling enables SecureSphere to begin protecting your
applications and data immediately.

Monitor and Enforce
SecureSphere monitors and maintains an audit log of all data access activity related to
financial data as required by SOX section 404. The detailed audit log supports broad
compliance reporting, and if needed, forensic analysis. The audit log is created and
stored independently from the audited database system, ensuring Separation of Duties.
SecureSphere can alert on significant changes in a person’s usage of financial data so
administrators can ensure these changes are in line with compliance policies and prevent
fraudulent activity. SecureSphere optionally can enforce the defined security policies in realtime by blocking all violations of data usage policy. This allows the CEO/CFO to confidently
attest to the integrity of their financial statements as required by SOX section 302.

Measure
SecureSphere includes a comprehensive set of value-added SOX compliance reports that
demonstrate configuration and usage are within best practice guidelines. Reports cover the
whole range of infrastructure components from the application layer down to the network.
Administrators can define custom reports with the necessary level of audit data granularity,
and can export them in .PDF or .CSV formats for easy distribution to auditors and executives.
This allows the CEO/CFO to easily review the results of this implementation, validate the
integrity of their financial statements and certify to stakeholders that management has taken
appropriate steps and implemented controls to consistently produce reliable financial
information to its stakeholders as require by Sections 302 and 404.
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Satisfying Regulatory
Compliance Audits
What are the Key Requirements for Passing Database Audits?
The main key questions that IT professionals must answer during a SOX database audit
are as follows:
1. Is the audit process independent from the database system being audited?
2. Does the audit trail establish user accountability?
3. Does the audit trail include appropriate detail?
4. Does the audit trail identify material variances from baseline activity?
The answers to these questions vary depending upon the audit mechanism employed.
Unfortunately, many database audit mechanisms were not designed to meet the requirements
of SOX auditors and therefore do not adequately address these questions. In the following
pages, we will examine the strengths and weaknesses of alternative audit mechanisms relative
to these questions.

1. Is the Audit Independent?
To ensure audit integrity, the entire process must be independent of the database server and
database administrators being audited. Since database administrators and servers are both
part of the system being audited, they should not be put in a position of auditing themselves.
A rogue administrator, for example, with access to audit records may easily tamper with those
records to cover his tracks. Similarly, a non-administrator may exploit a database vulnerability
to elevate privileges and tamper with the audit trail. The requirement for independence has
three immediate implications for the design of the audit system.
1. Audit duties should be separate from database administration. Database administrators
may participate in the audit to help interpret events, but their participation should
be controlled.
2. Audit data collection should be independent of native database software capabilities.
Otherwise, a database administrator or non-administrator may tamper with the native
audit trail as described above.
3. 3. External audit solutions may provide independence, but it’s important to make sure
that it does not rely upon any native database software capabilities. Some external
solutions query native audit mechanisms to collect audit data. As indicated in item 2
above, native audit capabilities are vulnerable to tampering.
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SecureSphere—Independent Audit
SecureSphere automatically creates a detailed audit trail for MS-SQL, Oracle, DB2, Sybase and
Informix environments. SecureSphere offers several advantages versus native database audit
capabilities including: separation of duties, improved database performance, operational
automation, unified audit for heterogeneous database environments, and Web application
user audit accountability.

Separation of Duties

SecureSphere maintains complete audit independence both in terms of administrative
duties and audit data collection. SecureSphere may be managed by audit staff with complete
separation from database administrators. The SecureSphere interface is easily interpreted by
auditors with limited database expertise, although role-based administration enables readonly database administrator participation if desired.

Network-Based Audit Data Collection

SecureSphere extract detailed audit information from network traffic traveling to and from
a database. It operates in stealth mode (no IP address, etc.) and remains completely invisible
to perpetrators. All network activity is tracked and audit records cannot be tampered with
regardless of database vulnerability or rogue administrator.

Host-Based Audit Data Collection

The SecureSphere DBA Monitor Security Agent tracks all local database activity on the
database server. This includes the database administrator working at the database server
console or using ssh (secure shell) or other tool to remotely initiate a user session on the
database server. Like the SecureSphere gateway, the SecureSphere agent is independent of
native audit capabilities. Installed on the database server as a lightweight host agent, it directly
intercepts local activity and forwards a record of that activity to a gateway. Since host-based
activity records are securely stored on the gateway, they cannot be tampered with regardless
of database vulnerability or rogue administrator. Finally, if the host agent is stopped for any
reason, the gateway immediately issues a high priority alert to appropriate staff.
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2. Who is Accountable?
The database audit trail must attribute each audited database transaction to specific users.
A SOX compliant audit mechanism must log each change to financial reporting data along
with the name of the user making the change. However, when users access the database
via Web applications (such as SAP, Oracle E-Business Suite, or PeopleSoft), native database
software audit logs have no awareness of specific user identities. Therefore, when native audit
logs reveal fraudulent database transactions, there is no link to the responsible user.
The problem with auditing Web application access is that the user never directly interacts with
the database. Instead, Web applications apply a mechanism known as ‘‘pooled connections’’
to access the database on behalf of the user (Figure 1). Using pooled connections, the Web
application independently authenticates each user and then aggregates all user traffic within
a few database connections identified only by the Web application account name. A unique
connection for each user is never established and the database receives no information
regarding the identity of the actual user.

Joe

Users
authenticate to
SAPFinance1

SAPFinance1
authenticatesto
database—pools
user connections

Sam

Tom

Native database
audit records all
users as
“SAPFinance1”

Figure 1. Native database
audit capabilities record
application names, not
actual user names.

By avoiding the need to authenticate and open unique connections for each user, the Web
application realizes significant performance advantage. However, the resulting database audit
trail associates all activity with the Web application account name—a clear violation of the
auditor’s requirement for accountability. What can be done to eliminate this blind spot? There
are four options to consider: application rewrites, proprietary database audit mechanisms,
Web application audit data, and external database audit devices.
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Rewriting the Applications
The most obvious, but perhaps most unrealistic solution to the user accountability problem
is to rewrite Web application and database software. There are two general approaches to
rewriting applications that might be pursued: unique accounts and embedded references.
Unique Accounts
The first approach we consider involves rewriting Web application software so that they access
a unique database account for each user. Doing so enables all standard native database
auditing tools to record each transaction with the appropriate user name. There are several
problems with this approach.
•

Performance—The additional processing overhead required to maintain unique
connections for each user dramatically reduces Web application performance. This is
the main reason for using pooled connections.

•

User Management—Unique connections shifts user management responsibilities
to the database administrator. This requires a significant change to organizational
responsibilities. Such a shift would require additional database administrators,
additional training and new management tools.

•

Third-Party Software Limitations—Commercial software packages (SAP, PeopleSoft,
etc.), while often customized by the enterprise, rarely have their basic architecture
modified to the degree required for this approach. In most cases, the best that can be
done is to request that the software vendor add database user audit capabilities in a
future release.

•

Cost—Code changes and user management changes such as those described above
consume significant resources. A significant budget must be allocated to such an
undertaking for each application.

•

Time—Extensive code and user management changes such as those described above
take months to accomplish for a single application. For an organization with tens or
hundreds of applications, the transition takes years.

•

Risk—Extensive code changes, particularly in the area of user login, introduce significant
risk to application availability. Mission critical application changes should be tested
extensively before production deployment and monitored closely after deployment.

Embedded References
Clearly, establishing unique connections for each database user is an unattractive option.
An alternative approach is to continue to use pooled connections, but to embed a user
identity reference within each database request. The database must then be additionally
reprogrammed to incorporate the embedded reference information into the audit trail.
The ‘‘embedded reference’’ approach has less impact upon Web application performance
and it avoids any shift in user management responsibilities. On the other hand, it requires
a potentially more complex rewrite that extends to both Web and database server code.
Therefore it retains all other rewrite-related drawbacks described above including: third-party
software limitations, cost, time, and risk.
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Proprietary Database Solutions
Some database platforms include built-in mechanisms to track application user identities.
Unfortunately, these mechanisms still require rewrite of the Web application to include special
database requests in all code modules. Therefore, this approach suffers most of the rewrite
drawbacks described previously: third-party software limitations, cost, schedule, and risk. In
addition, proprietary solutions are (by definition) vendor specific.
Therefore, organizations with multiple database vendors will not be able to solve the problem
organization-wide, or they will be forced to engineer and support multiple solutions.

Web Application Audit Data
Some organizations may attempt to indirectly satisfy database audit accountability
requirements by supplementing database audit data with Web application audit data. For
example, if a suspicious database transaction originates from the ‘‘application account’’, audit
personnel may attempt to inspect Web application audit data with similar timestamps to
identify the perpetrator. This sounds good, but it’s not easy.
At any given time, hundreds or thousands of users may be logged into an application.
Correlating the timestamps of application and database audit data reduces the number of
potential perpetrators, but does not usually deliver a definitive result. The auditor must match
a specific Web request to a corresponding database transaction by interpreting the details of
each transaction (Web parameters, query parameters, etc.). The drawbacks to this process are
as follows.
•

Expertise—The extensive Web application and database design expertise required to
carry out the manual correlation described above is not common and very expensive.

•

Cost—The manual correlation process is extremely laborious and therefore costly even
for a single application. Support for this process across many applications and database
platforms extend costs further.

•

Uncertain Compliance—The auditor receives database audit data that is not linked to
user identities. The promise that it may be possible to establish identity in the event of
suspicious activity may not satisfy auditors.
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SecureSphere—Universal User Tracking
SecureSphere’s Universal User Tracking technology delivers audit accountability by
simultaneously tracking Web application and database requests. This allows SecureSphere
to develop a profile of all database transactions and their corresponding web transactions,
essentially reverse engineering the web application. Then in real-time the Web application
tracking mechanism captures user login information and tracks that user’s web transactions.
This allows SecureSphere to connect every database requests to the associated web
transaction and the accountable web user in real‑time. Even if there are multiple web users
initiating the same web transaction simultaneously SecureSphere can use the details of the
transaction (Web parameters, query parameters, etc.) to definitively associate the database
transaction with the correct web user.
SAPFinance1
authenticatesto
database—pools
user connections

Users
authenticate to
SAPFinance1

Joe

Sam
Native database
audit records all
users as
“SAPFinance1”

Tom

Figure 2. SecureSphere’s
Universal User Tracking
technology correlates
Web application identity
information with
database activity

The correlation process carried out by SecureSphere is similar to an automated version of the
manual postmortem log analysis process described in the previous section (Web Application
Audit Information).
However, since SecureSphere identifies users in real-time, advanced audit capabilities are
enabled that are not possible via postmortem analysis. For example, audit rules may be
specified to track access from specific users or groups. Similarly, access to sensitive tables
without proper authentication may be detected and investigated.
SecureSphere suffers from none of the drawbacks associated with alternative user
accountability approaches described above. It requires no application rewrites, does not
impact performance, has no impact on user management, and supports heterogeneous
database environments. As a result, SecureSphere can be deployed quickly, at reasonable
cost, and without any risk to application availability.
PERFORMANCE

USER M GM T

C OS T

THIRD PARTY
S OF T WA R E
L I MI T A T I ON S

RISK

T I ME

RE A L TI M E

External Audit Devices
(SecureSphere)

No Impact

No Impact

Low

None

None

Short

Yes

App Rewrite—
Unique Connections

Negative Impact

Shift to Database
Admin

High

Severe

High

Long

Yes

App Rewrite—
Embedded Reference

Minimal Impact

No Impact

High

Severe

High

Long

Yes

Proprietary Database
Solutions

Minimal Impact

No Impact

High

Severe

High

Long

Yes

Web App Audit Data

No Impact

No Impact

High

None

None

High

No

Table 1. A comparison of alternative approaches to establishing a database audit trail with Web application user accountability
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3. Do Audit Records Include
Enough Detail?
To effectively reconstruct past database events, auditors require a detailed audit trail that
extends to the level of the exact query and response attributes. Consider the following
alternative hypothetical audit records for a call center customer service agent named ‘‘JOHN’’.
A. JOHN requested DATA from the CUSTOMER database and the database returned DATA
B. JOHN requested FIRST NAMES, LAST NAMES, EMAIL ADDRESSES, PHONE NUMBERS,
and CREDIT CARD NUMBERS for ALL customers from the CUSTOMER database and the
database returned 634577 records
Assuming that John is authorized to access individual customer records during the normal
course of his work, the first less detailed audit trail (example A) does not reveal any unusual
activity. However, the second more detailed audit trail (example B) makes it clear that a
suspicious event has taken place. There is no reason to access the personal information
(including credit card numbers) of 634,577 customers. To fully understand the transaction, the
audit trail requires complete detail.
Unfortunately, detailed transaction logging can quickly overwhelm processor, disk, and I/O
resources available to any audit system. Indeed, the disk space required for native database
auditing can easily exceed the space required for actual data storage. Most external audit
solutions face the same scalability challenges. To deal with these challenges, many audit
systems record necessary detail only in small scale environments. In medium or large scale
environments, they record only basic transaction attributes. Even worse, some systems do
not record independent events; instead recording only an aggregation of events (e.g. John
accessed the CUSTOMER database 10 times). This approach is blind to critical detail. The audit
system must record detailed database activity regardless of scale.

SecureSphere—Distributed Audit Architecture
SecureSphere’s distributed audit architecture enables detailed data collection while retaining
the ability to scale across large data centers. There are three elements to the architecture.
•

Multiple SecureSphere Gateways are deployed to scale raw audit computing and
storage capacity to required levels.

•

The SecureSphere MX Management Server coordinates activity across distributed
gateways so that audit staff is presented with a unified view of the data center. The
management server effectively enables many gateways to be managed as if they were a
single gateway.

•

External Storage Systems enables storage volumes exceeding the capacity of the gateways.

Versus Native Database Audit Capabilities
Reliance upon native database audit capabilities significantly reduces database performance
and useable storage capacity as audit requirements scale. SecureSphere offloads all audit
processes from the host database server—actually improving database performance and
increasing storage capacity.
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Versus other External Audit Solutions
Alternative external audit solutions either recommend limited data collection or require
independent management of distributed audit devices for large scale deployments. Limited
data collection does not meet audit needs and independent device management dramatically
increases administrative cost and reduces overall audit effectiveness. SecureSphere’s
management server unifies multi‑gateway management in large scale deployments.

4. Does the Audit System Identify
Material Variances?
It’s not enough for the audit system to simply provide a chronological listing of all database
transactions. The volume of information generated in most database environments renders
such a system useless as a tool for identifying fraudulent activity. An effective audit system
should deliver prioritized views of events that separate material variances from legitimate or
‘‘baseline’’ user activity. However, most native and external audit approaches provide unprioritized views, forcing staff into a costly manual log inspection process.

SecureSphere—Dynamic Profiling
SecureSphere’s Dynamic Profiling technology monitors live database traffic to create verified
baseline profiles representing each user’s normal behavior. Then, by comparing the profile
to observed behavior, SecureSphere identifies the material variances from the profile. For
example, SecureSphere raises a flag when a DBA with no ‘‘business need to know’, suddenly
retrieves 10,000 customer records.
At the heart of Dynamic Profiling are statistical learning algorithms that filter random events
from the profile and enable the system to continuously adapt to legitimate changes over
time. Alternative audit systems claim to ‘‘learn’’, but actually provide only a flat recording of all
activity over a specified learning period. There are two problems with this simplistic approach
used by competitive products.
1. Since competitive products include ALL activity in the baseline profile during a flat
recording process, random and possibly deviant events become part of the baseline.
SecureSphere learning algorithms, on the other hand, filter random events from the
profile. SecureSphere knowledge of database vulnerabilities allows it to filter out
deviant events attempting to exploit those vulnerabilities.
2. Once the competitive product specified flat recording period ends, compliance
staff must manually and continually update the baseline to reflect changing
database activity. If a new baseline is automatically learned at any point, competitive
products lose all manual changes that have been made to the baseline. Conversely,
SecureSphere learning algorithms never stop functioning. Each profile continuously
adapts to behavior changes over time and manual profile modifications can be made at
any time.
Since SecureSphere’s Dynamic Profiling technology operates continuously, variances may be
configured to trigger real-time alerts in addition to the standard audit logging. With real-time
alerts, SecureSphere administrators are positioned to immediately respond to serious events
when necessary.
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What Does IT Need?—Zero Impact on Data Center
Audit solutions not only need to meet the compliance requirements of auditors, but they
must also meet the deployment and resource requirements of IT staff. The ideal audit
solution would function with complete transparency to existing IT resources. This concept of
transparency is an overriding SecureSphere design criteria.
It means that deploying SecureSphere requires no changes to existing data center infrastructure.
Moreover, SecureSphere has no impact on database, application or network performance,
availability, or reliability. And finally, SecureSphere requires no on-going manual tuning.

Conclusion
Sarbanes-Oxley requires organization to implement database audit and security controls to
ensure the integrity of the data related to financial transactions and reporting. SecureSphere
helps organizations implement controls as required by SOX sections 302 and 404. These
sections require that the CEO and CFO of an organization certify and assert to stakeholders
that the financial statements of the company and all supplemental disclosures are truthful
and reliable, and that management has taken appropriate steps and implemented controls
to consistently produce reliable financial information to its stakeholders (Section 302). The
company’s external auditor must report on the reliability of management’s assessment of
internal control (Section 404).
SecureSphere monitors and maintains an audit log of all data access activity related to
financial data as required by SOX section 404. Alerts on significant changes in a person’s
usage of financial data are sent in real-time to ensure these changes are in line with
compliance policies and prevent fraudulent activity. This allows the CEO/CFO to confidently
attest to the integrity of their financial statements as required by SOX section 302.
SecureSphere includes a comprehensive set of value-added SOX compliance reports that
demonstrate configuration and usage are within best practice guidelines. Reports cover the
whole range of infrastructure components from the application layer down to the network.
This allows the CEO/CFO to easily review the results of this implementation, validate the
integrity of their financial statements and certify to stakeholders that management has taken
appropriate steps and implemented controls to consistently produce reliable financial
information to its stakeholders as require by Sections 302 and 404.
SecureSphere helps IT and management address audit requirements for passing a SOX
compliance audit of sensitive database systems by supporting the implementation of a Data
Security and Compliance Lifecycle. SecureSphere enables IT organizations to immediately
address SOX requirements while minimizing deployment costs and has no impact on mission
critical infrastructure.

About Imperva
Imperva is a leading provider of cyber security solutions that protect business-critical data
and applications. The company’s SecureSphere, Incapsula and Skyfence product lines enable
organizations to discover assets and risks, protect information wherever it lives – in the cloud
and on-premises – and comply with regulations.
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